Spring Edition 2018
EDITORIAL
U3A stimulates and educates, just think of:
Modest, meaningful Moira has her group crazy about Creative and Resourceful Writing.
Book Clubs with Jeanne and Elizabeth – no black and white, just Fifty Shades of Grey.
Music with Maestro Malcolm – look out for voracious Wagner! Walk and Talk, and of course
Gossip, with Gwen. Jovial Jacinta will Scrabble you while with Jill it’s Flower Power and Men
madly cooking. Lorraine loves us Philosophising and lineal Lynne loves us Drawing. Patient
Pat will easily Enneagram your Personality, or have you Singing with Pleasure not Pain.
Paternal Patrick will personally Biodiversify you with Flora and Fauna. Purposeful Penny
makes sure you are Tapping while Dancing. Exotic Elizabeth makes sure you are Parlez
Vous Francaising. Remarkable Rosemary patiently perseveres with teaching the French
group ensuring the placement of those villainous verbs and perfect pronunciation. Trusty
Ted is currently holding the fort. Ted will also retro you into lovely Latinate word formations
and MMXVIII numerals. Vivacious Valerie does Yoga with NO candles, very droll Dru.
Jocund Joan has you Playing with Clay while mixing Mandalas with Meditation. You also can
watch marvellous Movies with Jocund Joan. Versatile Veronica will Psycho Analyse you, so
you can do it too. Wendy beams away while Tiling you at Mah Jongg and Clever Clare can
even weave you into a Japanese Mesh. In October Lovely Lee will take you on a journey
above and below our Jazzy Jetty. Finally, Crazy Crackles tends to make everything
dreadfully Dramatic. Something for everyone in our Divine Diversity of U3A.
Sir Guinevere. (Aka Gwyn Cracknell, Editor)

FROM THE CHAIR
Spring again, the travellers among us will soon be heading home, hopefully having enjoyed
their holidays in warmer climes. Many courses are under-way and some have been geared
to starting later in the Semester to accommodate those who have been away. Just a rumour,
of course, that there have been a few occasions when members of the Walking group have
looked at the grey skies and opted for the ‘Short Walk’ that takes them directly from the car
park to The Goose, with coffee beating exercise!
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A highlight of this year has been a recent ‘TALK FEST’, hosted by Naturaliste U3A. This
was a gathering of representatives from a number of U3A groups from the South-west. Apart
from members of our Committee we had visitors from Perth, Mandurah, Bunbury, Manjimup
and Margaret River; some 22 of us. We met at The People Place and after introductions we
shared information about how each group operated, highlights and challenges, choices
made by each group regarding the acceptance of the New Model Rules - a process that we
all have had to go through! Lorraine Watts gave a short presentation on how we have
adopted the U-MAS data base system and how beneficial it is turning out to be.
It was interesting to see how some of our groups are course oriented, for example
Naturaliste and Margaret River, and how others work more with meetings and Guest
Speakers. It seems that much is directed by the demographics of the area, an example
being that our region has many retirees moving here and looking for ways to integrate into
the Community, and also the range of various other clubs or groups existing in the area.
There was certainly a ‘festival’ of talk, lots of laughter, and the opportunity to meet up with
others who may also be attending the State Conference to be held in Mandurah in October.
PS – refreshments prepared by the Committee were very nice too!!
Joan Parke, President

The chatter and catching up continued through lunch-time as reps from the different groups mingled.
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ENROLMENTS SECOND SEMESTER
As in Semester 1, extra days were offered with assistance especially to those who are not
familiar with on-line enrolling. On the ‘Official’ Enrolment Day a number of Leaders came
along to display their courses and answer questions. Some new members also joined us this
Semester, so a warm welcome to them.

Pat Holyoake shared information about her
and Enneagram and Singing for Pleasure courses.

Elizabeth Horne (French Conversation
Book Club 2) and Joan Parke (Clay Play)
examine some clay pieces.

Walter Graham and Gwyn Cracknell deep in discussion, Treasurer Chris Masterman has been busy
accepting subscriptions from new members, and Patrick Prevett was pleased to be able to chat about
his Biodiversity in Australia course and to show his beautifully made book to accompany his lectures.

AROUND the COURSES
Many of you will have noticed that this Semester we have offered not just yearly and short
courses (usually about 6 weeks) but have added in some half day workshops. This gives
another option for those who have been ‘on the move’ and unable to commit to courses, and
also means that Leaders can put out some ‘taster’ workshops that might lead to longer
courses in the future. There may still be some vacancies for courses starting in September,
October so please check for these.
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INTO DRAMA: Leader Gwyn Cracknell
With nineteen original members our Into Drama group has reduced to an average of ten to
twelve regular attendees. We commenced with an entertaining comedy by Peter Flanigan ‘A
Country Retreat’ set in a country cottage in the SW of WA. Our own Wendy Beames was a
gun toting woman in our Repertory’s production in 2014. Oscar Wilde’s classic comedy ‘The
Importance of Being Earnest’ kept us thoroughly entertained with Janet Dickinson an
awesome Lady Bracknell. Wilde’s wit turns Victorian social mores upside down.
Back to the Bard with Shakespeare’s ‘Hamlet’ where we find everything is ‘rotten in the State
of Denmark’ so much so that we end up with eight bodies. As a follow on from ‘Hamlet’ Tom
Stoppard’s ‘Rozencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead’ provided us with plenty of laughs
based on dramatic irony and Stoppard’s wicked wit. Terrance Rattigan’s ‘Ross’ gave us an
insight into T.E Lawrance’s amazing accomplishments uniting Arab tribes against the Turks
in the First World War. Rattigan also reveals how T.E became obsessed with losing his
famous identity. ‘Enchanted April’ by Matthew Barber gave us the opportunity to indulge in
his romantic comedy of four women escaping boring husbands and the predictable life in
London. They flee to the magic of a villa in sunny Mediterranean where they rediscover living
and loving. A real West Australian drama ‘The Rocks’ concerned ageing wheat and sheep
farmers and a threatened species of Rock Wallabies, also by Peter Flanigan, was another
romantic comedy that we all could relate to.
‘

Steel Magnolias: Wendy Beames, Viv Page, Janet Dickinson,
Hilary Reid, Lorelie Smit.

LET’S TALK PHILOSOPHY: Leader Lorraine Watts
There seems to be some real interest in philosophy if we consider the number of enrolments
(26) for second semester. Initially planned for one group with a maximum of ten it was
changed to two groups - morning and afternoon on Wednesdays at Novacare Lifestyle
Village. Discussion was based on a book by Alain de Botton called The Consolations of
Philosophy. Six fascinating philosophers were put under the spotlight. They included
Socrates, Epicurus, Seneca, Montaigne, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche.
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Afternoon group.

Some Members from the Morning group.

BASIC DRAWING: Leader Lynne Thompson.
Well the group has far exceeded my expectations and have all grasped the concept of right
brain versus left brain in art. They have managed to achieve beautiful images in such a short
time and have enjoyed the camaraderie of each other. As a small group, it is easy for me to
give them individual attention during the lesson, and they have now learnt that looking and
seeing is very different and their drawings are more accurate because of that.
I've also enjoyed watching them achieve such wonderful images and would love them to
continue to even greater heights.
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SINGING FOR PLEASURE: Leader Pat Holyoake
This new course was offered in the first semester and attracted 26 enrolments. Because of
its popularity it was decided to hold the course again in the second semester commencing
on Friday 31st August. There have been 18 enrolments to date with still a few places left for
anyone wanting to join the group.
The programme comprises popular songs from the 50’s to the 80’s and also songs from our
favourite musicals. The accompaniment for the swingers is provided by Don Wright who is
an accomplished guitarist with many years experience, and myself playing the keyboard.
Singing along with others in a group has many benefits. It has a calming yet energising
effect that elevates the spirit and soothes the nerves.

TOPICAL TALKS
1. Friday 8th June Advanced Care Planning Workshop ‘Good to Go’.
Two presenters from Palliative Care, WA, Lana Glogowski and Cait Calcutt, came down
from Perth to facilitate this very informative 3 hour Workshop. They covered such topics as:
What is Advance Care planning, what is palliative care, health and lifestyle decisions,
Advanced Health Care tools and making your wishes known. It was an interactive workshop
with audience participation encouraged. This was particularly helpful in the activity ‘How to
start the conversation’ which resulted in considerable discussion.
It was a very worthwhile presentation and gave us not only food for thought but the tools to
take action on considering and letting our wishes be known.
At the conclusion of the Workshop, we collected gold coin donations and were able to
donate $75 to our Busselton Hospice.

All attention was on the Presenter as we were given information about the tools for having that very
important ‘Conversation’.
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2. Friday 10th August
‘SAIL INTO LIFE’ – ROTARY CENTENARY PROJECT
Peter Ryall, Gwyn Cracknell, David Eyres.
To celebrate Rotary International’s 100th Birthday the Rotary Clubs of Busselton and
Margaret River founded Rotary’s Sail into Life as a gift to our local communities. Founding
Father Peter Ryall gave a PowerPoint presentation outlining the process of buying Access
Dinghies and specialised equipment for sailors with disabilities. Gwyn Cracknell added
developmental details of how things worked at the Port Geographe Marina assisted by
photos. A tribute was made to two graduate disability sailors Garth McNeil and Monika Volpi.
Garth was chosen to represent WA at the Access National Titles in Canberra after a third in
the State Titles while Monika as a B-1 Blind person came third in her State titles. David
Eyres completed the talk by giving details of upgrades to equipment and a new Access
Dinghy being donated by Rose Harrington to be named the Lady Rose. David is arranging a
special Seniors sailing day during Seniors Week in November. Sail into Life provides an
opportunity for anyone to experience the pleasures of Sailing. Our gold coin donations went
to SWAN, the South West Autism Network.

Founding Father – Peter Ryall

Monika Volpi with coach Gwyn
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SYSTEMS ADMIN REPORT: Lorraine Watts, Systems Administrator
Computer Systems Update Snippets
 We currently have 276 members. 228 are female and 48 are male.
 When a Member enrols in a Course they will now receive and automated email about
their enrolment. An email is also generated for the Course Leader. Please note: If the
Course has reached the maximum number you will be Wait Listed. The Course Leader
will contact you if a vacancy arises.
Australian Government computer assistance for Seniors – Be Connected
Naturaliste U3A is working in collaboration with the City of Busselton Library with the Be
Connected program. It replaces Broadband for Seniors and offers free computer training for
seniors. Some of our U3A members have agreed to be Mentors for people wanting to learn
more about computers and how to use their devices. You can contact Ana Brawls at the
Library on 9781 1777.
Some Computer Terminology (Be Connected Computer Glossary)
Antivirus – Security software that helps protect your computer from viruses spread online.
Attachment – A file which has been sent with an email. This could be almost any sort of
document.
App – App is short for application. These are programs that you can download onto a
smartphone or tablet computer to help you do things. For example your bank’s app to help
you bank online.
Bookmark – Bookmarking a website allows you to easily save it so that you can return to it
later, just like using a bookmark in a book.
Broadband – This is usually used to describe a high speed connection to the internet.
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CALENDAR of EVENTS - ADVANCE NOTICE!!!!
*FRIDAY AFTERNOON 26th OCTOBER,
NATURALISTE U3A SHOWCASE AND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Please add this to your calendar. We need 56 people to provide a quorum of 20% of
our membership, so your support is important. The meeting is followed by a light
afternoon tea. Feedback from previous years is that members have enjoyed the afternoon!
As many of you know, we have, for a few years now, had a SHOWCASE session for about
an hour or so, prior to the AGM. This gives members a chance to see displays of what has
been going on throughout the year, and an opportunity to chat to Leaders about their
courses.
Further details about times, proxy forms etc will be forwarded to you in a few week’s time.

*TOPICAL TALK: FRIDAY 9th NOVEMBER
This will be our last Topical Talk for the year. Topic and Presenter to be advised.

FEEDBACK
Feedback, contributions and suggestions are welcome and can be emailed to the Editors at
admin@u3anaturaliste.com.au or mailed to us at PO Box 1792, Busselton, WA 6280.
Gwyn Cracknell (Editor) and Joan Parke (Co-Editor)
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